Functional MRI has demonstrated differences in response to memory performance based on risk for Alzheimer's disease (AD). The current study compared blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) functional MRI response with arterial spin labeling (ASL) perfusion response during an associative encoding task and resting perfusion signal in different risk groups for AD. Thirteen individuals with a positive family history of AD and at least one copy of the apolipoprotien E 4 (APOE4) gene (high risk) were compared to ten individuals without these risk factors (low risk). In the medial temporal lobes (MTLs) the high risk group had an elevated level of resting perfusion, and demonstrated decreased fractional BOLD and perfusion responses to the encoding task. However, there was no difference in the absolute cerebral blood flow during the task. These data demonstrate that individuals with increased risk for Alzheimer's disease have elevated MTL resting cerebral blood flow, which significantly influences apparent differences in BOLD activations. BOLD activations should be interpreted with caution, and do not necessarily reflect differences in neuronal activation.
Introduction
Both the apolipoprotien E 4 allele (APOE4) and a family history of dementia are associated with increased risk of Alzheimer's disease (AD) and subsequent presence of neurofibrillary tangles and amyloid plaques in the brain (Fratiglioni et al., 1993; Corder et al., 1998 Corder et al., , 2004 Ghebremedhin et al., 1998) . In fact, having a family history of dementia is additive to the risk of having a copy of the APOE4 allele (Cupples et al., 2004) , and has been shown to be independently associated with functional imaging activations in the medial temporal lobe (MTL) (Bassett et al., 2006; Johnson et al., 2006) . For this reason, imaging studies attempting to identify differences associated with AD risk often stratify by these factors. Blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has demonstrated distinctions in medial temporal lobe activations during memory tasks based on presence or absence of APOE4 (Bookheimer et al., 2000; Bondi et al., 2004; Han et al., 2006) and family history (Fleisher et al., 2005; Johnson et al., 2006) . In addition, fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG PET) has shown decreased glucose metabolism in the medial temporal and parietal lobes of those with the APOE4 gene many decades prior to the typical age of AD onset (Reiman et al., 1996 (Reiman et al., , 2004 . fMRI studies looking at differences in the BOLD response based on Alzheimer's disease risk factors have shown varying results. Depending on age and the memory task used, some studies have demonstrated increased BOLD signal in the MTL associated with AD risk (Bookheimer et al., 2000; Fleisher et al., 2005 ). Yet, others have reported reduced BOLD signal response associated with AD risk during encoding Johnson et al., 2006; Trivedi et al., 2006) . However, in people with Alzheimer's disease the BOLD response in the MTL during a memory task is consistently decreased, compared to normal controls (Dickerson et al., 2005) . In addition, imaging studies using arterial spin labeling (ASL) show decreased resting perfusion in AD and mild cognitive impairment (MCI) Johnson et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2007) , as well as decreased perfusion response to encoding in the MTL in those with MCI. (Xu et al., 2007) Taken together, these findings suggest an underlying pathological process that may be observed with functional imaging prior to the clinical onset of dementia.
The BOLD response is often interpreted as an indirect measure of underlying neuronal activity. In this regard, increases in BOLD signal in the MTL in elderly persons at increased risk for AD and MCI have been frequently interpreted as a neuronal stress response to underlying cholinergic system degeneration at the earliest stages of disease (Bookheimer et al., 2000; Bondi et al., 2005; Dickerson et al., 2005) . However, the BOLD response relies on many other factors including the baseline perfusion state, vascular compliance, cerebral blood volume, and the coupling relationships between these measures Iadecola, 2004; Iannetti and Wise, 2007) . For example, increases in baseline cerebral blood flow (CBF) by use of vasodilators significantly decreases the amplitude of the BOLD response irrespective of task performance (Brown et al., 2003; Stefanovic et al., 2006) . There is evidence that these neurovascular relationships may be altered in AD pathology, with increased vascular resistance (Bateman et al., 2006) and differences in coupling of the vascular response to neuronal activity (Iadecola, 2004; Zlokovic, 2005; Girouard and Iadecola, 2006) . Therefore group differences in activation BOLD signal, in many cases, may be entirely due to differences in the cerebral perfusion states, not necessarily representative of increased neuronal activity or oxygen consumption. A better understanding of the underlying vascular response and resting blood flow state is necessary for understanding BOLD fMRI signal in AD risk.
Pulsed arterial spin labeling (pASL) is an MRI technique that can simultaneously measure cerebral blood flow and BOLD changes during a functional task. Coupled with its ability to measure baseline cerebral blood flow, pASL is a powerful tool for evaluating the underlying physiologic changes associated with the BOLD response, and hence aid in interpreting factors related to neuronal oxygen utilization (Wong et al., 1998; Obata et al., 2004; . A recent report demonstrated the utility of these techniques for evaluating the relationship between BOLD and perfusion responses in the MTL during memory performance (Restom et al., 2007) . They concluded that the BOLD response and related oxygen utilization in the MTL during memory acquisition can be better understood when changes in cerebral blood flow are accounted for. Use of combined functional perfusion and BOLD imaging has not been previously reported in the evaluation of AD risk. Therefore, in this study we evaluated middle aged, cognitively normal, subjects with and without the APOE4 allele, and with and without a family history of dementia. We acquired, simultaneous, medial temporal lobe BOLD and perfusion response during associative encoding, as well as resting perfusion levels.
Methods

Study population
Thirty-eight healthy right-handed volunteers, 50-65 years of age, were evaluated. Twenty-five had a significant family history of dementia in a first degree relative, 13 did not. All participants were drawn from a larger group of normal control participants currently active in the University of San Diego (UCSD) Alzheimer's Disease Research Center, from the UCSD student, staff and faculty population, as well as the general San Diego community by means of advertisement.
All potential participants were screened and excluded for a history of significant head trauma with residual cognitive deficits, other neurological or major psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, developmental learning disorder, and alcohol or substance abuse. The geriatric depression scale (Yesavage et al., 1982 ) was administered to screen for the presence of affective disturbance. Persons with significant cerebrovascular disease (as indexed by modified Rosen ischemic scores greater than 4) were also excluded, as were individuals with unstable diabetes and respiratory disease. All participants underwent careful screening for contraindications for magnetic resonance imaging (i.e., metal in the body, pregnancy, claustrophobia), as well as complete physical and neurological examinations. All participants received APOE4 genotyping using a polymerase chain reaction based method (Saunders et al., 1993) .
Materials and procedures
Cognitive testing
All participants received the following neuropsychological test battery within 1 month prior to imaging: Boston Naming Test (Kaplan et al., 1983) , WMS-R Logical Memory Test (Wechsler, 1987) , verbal fluency (Monsch et al., 1992) , WAIS-R digit span forward and backward (Wechsler, 1981) , WAIS-R Digit Symbol Test (Smith, 1982) , CVLT (Delis et al., 1988) , clock drawing (Mohs et al., 1997), Trail Making Test (A and B) (Reitan, 1958) , and MMSE (Folstein et al., 1975) .
Functional MRI behavioral task
The task was adapted with permission from Dr. Reisa Sperling (Sperling et al., 2001) . A face/name encoding task was chosen due to its ability to activate the hippocampal region with BOLD fMRI (Sperling et al., 2001 (Sperling et al., , 2003a . Participants viewed pairs of Novel and previously viewed (Repeated) faces and names in alternating blocks of 40 s each, separated by 25 s of viewing a central fixation crosshair (Fig. 1) . Before the scanning session and before each run, subjects were given explicit instructions to concentrate on remembering the name associated with each face. Three task conditions were presented: (1) Novel face-name pairs: each face-name pair was presented for 5 s, followed by a brief (0.8 s) white central fixation crosshair on a black background. Subjects viewed seven Novel face-name pairs during each Novel block. (2) Repeated face-name pairs: subjects examined four repeated face-name pairs (women and men). These Repeated face-name pairs were first shown to the subject in a practice run and assessed for accurate recall, so that the subject was familiar with the face-name pairs at the beginning of the functional scanning runs. As with the Novel face-name pairs, each Repeated face/name pair was shown for 5 s, followed by a brief (0.8 s) central fixation crosshair, and repeated for a total of 40 s. The male and female face-name pairs alternated randomly throughout each presentation block. (3) Visual fixation: subjects examined a white fixation crosshair presented in the center of the visual field on a black background. Four runs, each consisting of the format in Fig. 1 , were obtained on each subject in rapid succession, each lasting a total of 4 min and 35 s. A total of 56 Novel face-name pairs and four Repeated face-name pairs were used over the course of the entire experiment. Each face-name pair in the Novel condition was seen only once by each subject, whereas each of the four Repeated face-name pair was seen a total of 14 times over the course of each scanning session. Subjects were also instructed to press one of two buttons on a provided button box to assess whether they felt the name was a good fit or bad fit with the face displayed. This was primarily done to monitor attention to the task.
Post-scan testing
Immediately following the imaging session, subjects were tested for their recall of all 60 face-name pairs. There were 10 distractor faces in the post-scan testing that were not presented during the experiment. The post-scan testing was a cued recall task. Subjects were shown 70 faces sequentially and were prompted to choose between three name choices for each face. They were then asked to rate their confidence in their face-name choice as "confident" or "not confident". Recall scores were calculated to verify attention to the scanning task.
Functional neuroimaging procedure
Each session consisted of four functional runs during memory testing with the face-name task. In addition, prior to functional imaging, a pulsed arterial spin labeled scan was obtained during a rest period for 4 min and 35 s with the participant's eyes closed. After resting and functional pASL acquisition, a high-resolution anatomical image was acquired. Those participants requiring vision corrections were fitted with plastic framed glasses with interchangeable lenses closely matching their prescription. Head movement in the receiver head coil was minimized by foam fittings. Stimuli were back-presented via a liquid crystal display projector onto a screen located at the participant's feet that was viewed through a mirror mounted on the receiver head coil. Button pressing responses were recorded using a fiber-optic device designed for use in the magnet. Stimulus presentation and response collection were performed by a personal computer using software designed for administration of cognitive experiments (E-Prime; Psychology Software Tools).
MRI acquisition
MRI technique
All scans were performed on a General Electric Signa EXCITE 3.0T short bore, twin speed scanner with a body transmit coil and an eight channel receive array. High-resolution structural brain images were acquired with a magnetization prepared three-dimensional fast spoiled gradient sequence acquisition (FSPGR: 124 axial slices, 1 mm × 1 mm in-plane resolution, 1.3 mm slice thickness, field of view = 256 × 256, TR = 7.8 ms, TE = 3.1 ms, flip angle 12 • ).
Simultaneous perfusion and BOLD data were acquired using PICORE/QUIPSS II pulsed arterial spin labeling technique with a dual echo readout (Wong et al., 1998; Liu and Wong, 2005) . A pASL pulse sequence optimized for medial temporal lobe perfusion was used (Restom et al., 2007) : TR = 2500 ms, TI 1 = 700 ms, TI 2 = 1400 ms, tag thickness = 200 mm, 10 mm gap between the edge of the tagging band and the nearest slice, TE 1 = 2.8 ms, TE 2 = 24, flip angle 90, FOV 240 mm, 64 × 64 matrix, AND 3.75 mm × 3.75 mm in-plane resolution, with 106 repetitions. Five 6-mm slices parallel to the axis of the hippocampus were acquired, with coverage of the entire temporal lobe. Four functional runs and one resting state image, all lasting 4 min and 35 s were acquired. In addition a reference scan of cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) signal was acquired for use in quantifying resting cere-bral blood flow. This CSF scan consisted of a single echo, single repetition scan acquired at full relaxation and echo time equal to 2.8 ms. This CSF scan utilized the same inplane parameters as the pASL scan, but the number of slices was increased to cover the lateral ventricles.
Physiologic monitoring
During all arterial spin labeling scan acquisitions pulse and respiratory wave forms were collected using a pulse oxymeter and respiratory effort transducer. Subjects wore a pulse oxymeter probe on their left index finger. A respiratory band was placed around the sternum to measure chest wall movement associated with respiration. Data from these instruments were collected at 40 samples per second using a multi-channel data acquisition board (National Instruments). Scanner TTL pulse data (10 ms duration, 5 V pulse per slice acquisition) were recorded at 1 kHz. The TTL pulse data were used to synchronize the physiologic data to the acquired images. Pulse, respiratory, and TTL data were used to calculate physiologic noise regressors to improve taskspecific signal identification (Glover et al., 2000; Restom et al., 2006) .
Data analysis 2.4.1. Post-scanning image processing
The data from the two echos were analyzed separately, with the first and second echo data used to analyze cerebral blood flow and BOLD activity, respectively. For each voxel the MR signal associated with physiologic noise from both pulse rate and respiratory rate data were included in a general linear model (GLM) analysis as regressors to model the physiologic fluctuation of the ASL signal. These physiologic noise component estimates were removed from the data to form corrected first and second echo time series for further analysis of both BOLD and perfusion data. Images were then motion corrected across time points, among all four runs, to the most typical base image in the second run, using a three-dimensional iterated, linearized, weighted least-squares method with Fourier interpolation with the AFNI software (Cox, 1996) . Time series were also visually inspected for motion based on the output of a program designed to detect outliers (AFNI-3dToutcount). Time points with isolated head movements not corrected by the registration algorithm were ignored in the statistical analysis.
A general linear model approach was used for statistical analysis of the individual functional datasets. Data from all four functional runs were concatenated for use in the GLM analysis performed by AFNI's 3dDeconvolve program (Cox, 1996) . Stimulus-related MR signal was included in the regression model by convolving the block design stimulus pattern with a gamma density function to create reference vectors using the AFNI Waver program (Cox, 1996) . In addition motion-corrected signal intensities from translation and rotation indices were used as covariates. Hence, the GLM model included a combination of the following independent variables with MR signal as the dependent variable: reference vectors representing the occurrence of different stimulus types (i.e., Novel face-name pairs, Repeated face-name pairs, or fixation), motion parameters, a linear trend, and a constant. This procedure produced F statistics representing the strength of associations between stimulus presentation and mean peak signal change for each voxel, averaged across each stimulus block for all four functional scans, for each individual participant. Based on the F statistic, mean peak signal changes that satisfied an α level of 0.05 for association with the stimulus were used as the primary outcome variables for betweengroup analyses. In addition, mean activation changes for each 2500 ms time point within the Novel face/name encoding blocks (averaged over all encoding blocks) were calculated for graphical representation of the time series data. This was done using AFNI's impulse response feature in 3Ddecon-volve.
CBF and BOLD time series analysis
Physiologic noise and motion corrected images were used to calculate both CBF and BOLD-weighted time series. CBF time series were computed by taking the running subtraction of the control and tag image series from the first echo (TE = 2.8), whereas the BOLD weighted time series were computed from the running average (average of each image with the mean of its two nearest neighbor) of the second echo (TE = 24 ms) (Liu and Wong, 2005) . Data acquired from the resting scan acquisition were used to calculate resting perfusion flow rates by computing the average difference between the co-registered control and tag images for the entire 4 35 resting scan. This data were then converted into absolute physiologic units of CBF (ml/(100 mg min)) using the CSF image as a reference signal (Wong et al., 1998; Chalela et al., 2000) .
Perfusion and BOLD mean peak signal changes during the stimulus tasks were transformed for further processing. To standardize the MR signal measures task-related percent MR signal changes from baseline were calculated using the average baseline MR signal value for all four functional runs, derived from the constant baseline regressor term in the GLM. These values will be referred to as "fractional changes": %ΔCBF and %ΔBOLD, for perfusion and BOLD responses, respectively. To approximate absolute physiologic flow changes from the baseline state during the encoding responses, the percent change in perfusion signal (%ΔCBF) was multiplied by the corresponding mean resting perfusion rate in the same voxels, for each participant. This provided an estimate of flow change from baseline in response to the stimulus task in physiologic units (ml/(100 mg min)), and is referred to as change in absolute CBF (ΔCBF). To further assess the perfusion response during the encoding tasks in relation to the resting perfusion state, ΔCBF was added to the resting perfusion rate for functionally activated voxels. This resulted in an estimate of "total absolute CBF' during the encoding tasks.
Region of interest analysis
Region of interest (ROI) analyses for both BOLD and ASL data were performed to avoid structural variance assumptions often made when conforming brain structures to a standardized atlas. This technique improves activation sensitivity in small structures such as the hippocampus which can be lost in atlas based analysis. All time series data were registered to the high-resolution anatomical image using AFNI's 3dVolreg program's two-dimensional registration algorithm (Cox, 1996) . Semi-automated ROIs of the hippocampus were drawn for each anatomical image using the FreeSurfer software package (Fig. 2) (Fischl et al., 2002) . These ROIs were visually inspected for accurate delineation and registration to the functional datasets, then down-sampled to the resolution of the functional images. From these, binary masks were created to use as search regions for hippocampal region activations. Functional activations that fell within these search regions were further constrained by removing any voxels that did not show a significant activation (α = 0.05) in the generalized linear model of task-related activity (e.g., a significant response to the encoding task) using the F statistic. In addition, to correct for multiple comparisons, voxels were only considered significant if they were found in clusters sizes reaching a α threshold of 0.05. This cluster size threshold was determined for each individual subject ROI by using a Monte Carlo simulation performed by the AFNI program Alphasim (Jinhu Xiong, 1995; Cox, 1996) . Voxels were required to be touching on one entire side to be considered part of a cluster. For each search region, data within voxel clusters meeting these criteria were averaged to derive mean signal change measures for Novel encoding and for Novel versus Repeated (NvR) encoding.
Resting state cerebral blood flow data were calculated from the separate resting perfusion scan, not from periods of fixation during the activation runs. Resting perfusion signal was extracted from those perfusion voxels that were significantly activated during the memory task for each individual. This was done by creating binary masks for each individual from the perfusion activation patterns derived during the encoding runs (as described above). These values were averaged for the hippocampal search regions in each subject.
Volumetric data acquisition
Measurements of total intracranial, whole brain, ventricular and hippocampal volumes were calculated using semi-automated segmentation and volumetric output measures from FreeSurfer ASEG analysis (Fischl et al., 2002) . Whole brain, ventricular, and hippocampal volumes were normalized to the total intracranial volumes to adjust for variability due to head size. These normalized volumes were used for between group comparisons to evaluate for significant group differences. 
Between group statistics
The 38 participants were separated into two risk groups for the primary statistical analysis. The high risk group consisted of those subjects with both a family history of dementia in a first degree relative and at least one copy of the APOE 4 gene (excluding those with a copy of the APOE 2 gene). The low risk group had no family history of dementia and no copies of the APOE 4 gene. Risk groups were compared by two-tailed Student's t-tests for extent of mean activations during the memory task contrasts for both perfusion and BOLD measures in the hippocampal ROI. If no group differences were found in activation, the ROIs were separated into right and left hippocampal regions to evaluate for lateralized differences. Right and left hemispheres were not directly compared to each other. Between-group comparisons were also made using two-tailed Student's t-test for all demographic, neurocognitive, volumetric measures, and the number of voxels activated during the task. Pearson correlations were performed to assess the relationship between perfusion and BOLD signal that were acquired simultaneously during the encoding tasks.
Group differences in Novel encoding and in Novel versus Repeated face-name pair encoding were evaluated in group analyses. Novel encoding signal was analyzed as the primary statistical outcome measure to optimize task related signal sensitivity. However, Novel versus Repeated face-name pair data was also evaluated to further isolate signal related to pure Novel encoding in the hippocampal region. All analyses were performed from individual native space region of interest data.
Results
Twenty-five subjects had a significant family history of dementia in a first degree relative, whereas 13 did not. After enrollment and APOE4 testing, we further stratified the groups into "High" and "Low" risk groups. Thirteen participants had both a positive family history and at least one copy of the APOE 4 gene (high risk group). Ten had no family history of dementia and no copies of the APOE 4 gene (low risk group). These groups did not significantly differ by age, education, neurocognitive test scores, post-scan recall task of face-name pairs, or volumetric measures (Table 1) . The high risk group had 77.9% females while the low risk group had 50% females.
Evaluation of percent signal change during Novel encoding versus fixation (NvF) and Novel versus Repeated encoding revealed significant group differences for both cerebral blood flow and BOLD activations. For NvF activations, both %ΔCBF (p = 0.007) and %ΔBOLD (p = 0.037) were lower in the high risk group by 30.7% and 33.0%, respectively. (Fig. 3 and Table 2 ). When contrasting Novel encoding to Repeated encoding activations this group difference was only seen in %ΔBOLD (p = 0.027) but not in %ΔCBF (p = 0.100) ( Table 2 ). Further analysis showed that the lack of significant group differences in NvR %ΔCBF were driven by lateralizing effects. Left hippocampal region %ΔCBF was not significantly different between groups (p = 0.30), however right sided NvR activations showed lower %ΔCBF in the high risk group (p = 0.031). %ΔCBF and %ΔBOLD activations were positively correlated to each other for both NvF (r = 0.657, p = 0.001) and NvR (r = 0.605, p = 0.002) encoding contrasts. There were no group differences in the number of voxels activated during the memory tasks. Fig. 4 shows group comparisons of resting state absolute cerebral blood flow rates and estimated absolute cerebral blood flow during Novel encoding. Mean resting absolute CBF in voxels that were significantly activated during the memory tasks showed higher resting state levels of blood flow in the high risk group for both NvF (p = 0.029) and NvR (p = 0.002) contrasts, 24.0% and 25.1%, respectively ( Fig. 4A and Table 2 ). There were no significant group differences in total absolute cerebral blood flow during the encoding task for bilateral, right or left hippocampal regions ( Fig. 4B and  C) . This was true for both the NvF and NvR contrasts. (Folstein et al., 1975) ; CVLT: California Verbal Learning Test (Delis et al., 1988) ; TIV: total intracranial volume. a No statistics performed due to inadequate sample size of males in the high risk group. b Delayed recall of the WMS-R Logical Memory Test (Wechsler, 1987) . Low risk vs. high risk group comparison of mean hippocampal search region fractional signal change for perfusion (%ΔCBF) and BOLD (%ΔBOLD), as well as resting perfusion levels in voxels that had been activated during the task (mg/(100 ml min)). This is presented for both Novel encoding blocks compared to fixation blocks (NvF), and Novel encoding blocks compared to Repeated face/name encoding blocks (NvR). 
Discussion
This study demonstrates that functional arterial spin labeling can detect signal differences in the medial temporal lobes of people with differential risk for Alzheimer's disease. In this cognitively normal, middle aged, cohort we found decreased fractional changes in medial temporal lobe cerebral blood flow and BOLD signal during associative encoding in those at increased risk for AD. However, evaluation of resting state cerebral blood perfusion revealed that the high risk group also had higher levels of absolute CBF at rest compared to the low risk group. Estimations of total absolute CBF during encoding showed that, when the resting state was accounted for, both high and low risk groups attained similar levels of perfusion in the activated state. This implies that differences in the encoding-related CBF response associated with AD risk, when assessed as changes from baseline levels (%ΔCBF), is likely driven by differences in the resting state. With %ΔCBF positively associated with %ΔBOLD, fractional changes in the BOLD signal are also likely dependent on the resting state, and may not represent differences in task-related neuronal activity. Not only does this demonstrate the utility of these techniques for identifying risk, but further explores the relationship between BOLD and perfusion signals. BOLD activations should not be directly interpreted as representing neuronal activity, but reflect a more complex relationship between vascular reactivity, cerebral blood flow, oxygen utilization, and the baseline state.
Our finding of a 24% elevation in MTL resting perfusion related to AD risk, and subsequent attenuation of a fractional response during encoding, may have implications for pathology in neurovascular function. There is evidence of neurovascular unit dysfunction in Alzheimer's disease, which may also be present in individuals at increased risk for AD, prior to clinical manifestations. AD is associated with distinct changes in cerbrovascular structure (Farkas and Luiten, 2001; Zlokovic, 2005; Zlokovic et al., 2005) and function (Iadecola, 2004) . Amyloid beta (A␤) aggregation is considered to be an important pathological feature in Alzheimer's disease (Hardy and Selkoe, 2002) . And, soluble forms of A␤ may be responsible for vasculotoxic effects (Zlokovic, 2005) . Transgenic mouse models have demonstrated that functional hyperemia is impaired with over expression of the amyloid precursor protein (APP), even prior to development of amyloid plaques (Iadecola, 2004) . Soluble forms of A␤ can reduce regional CBF by attenuating endothelium-mediated vasodilatation and directly eliciting vasoconstriction (Iadecola, 2004) . Production of superoxides in relation to A␤ impairs nitric oxide mediated vasodilitation (Girouard and Iadecola, 2006; Benarroch, 2007) . In addition, A␤ has direct toxic and inflammatory effects on vascular endothelium (Folin et al., 2006; Marco and Skaper, 2006) . The APOE 4 gene itself may influence vascular responsiveness in the absence of amyloid plaque deposition by modulating the toxic effects of A␤ 1-42 on endothelial cells (Folin et al., 2006) . These metabolic effects related to AD risk and AD pathology are consistent with our findings of decreased fractional CBF responsiveness to encoding in the medial temporal lobe, and may be driving the elevation of the resting perfusion state in the high risk individuals.
There are few reports of perfusion differences based on AD risk during rest or memory tasks, and none using ASL MRI techniques. However, the literature on resting perfusion in AD subjects compared to normal subjects is robust. Decreased resting perfusion has been demonstrated in AD subjects compared to normal elderly controls using SPECT (Lojkowska et al., 2002; Varma et al., 2002; Ishiwata et al., 2006) , ASL MRI Johnson et al., 2005) , and H 2 15 O positron emission tomography ( 15 O PET) (Ishii et al., 2000) . This has also been demonstrated in people with mild cognitive impairment with resting ASL MRI measures of perfusion (Johnson et al., 2005) . These studies did not show specific evidence for perfusion differences in the medial temporal lobe. However, other studies using SPECT have demonstrated MTL decreased resting perfusion in people with MCI (Ishiwata et al., 2006) and early cognitive changes associated with AD (Johnson et al., 1998) . In addition, 15 O PET has shown activation perfusion differences by APOE 4 genotype in young normal controls (Scarmeas et al., 2005) . Mixed increases and decreases during a non-verbal memory task in various brain regions were found. Importantly, a recent pASL study demonstrated a 22% decreased response in the MTL to encoding in individuals with early amnestic mild cognitive impairment (Xu et al., 2007) . This is consistent with our finding of a 30.7% reduction during encoding in individuals at increased risk for dementia, and implies pathologic similarities. Furthermore, FDG-PET studies have demonstrated reduction in MTL glucose metabolism associated with the APOE4 genotype (Reiman et al., 1996 (Reiman et al., , 2001 (Reiman et al., , 2004 . It is possible that early manifestations of AD include metabolic derangements resulting in increased baseline blood flow in an effort to compensate for functionally impaired metabolic substrate.
Evidence from published BOLD and perfusion studies can guide our understanding of the relationships between the BOLD response, cerebral blood flow, oxygen metabolism, and neuronal activity. Brown et al. (2003) , assessed cortical motor activity with PICORE/QUIPSS II ASL in normal control subjects during a simple finger tapping paradigm before and after administration of acetazolamide (Brown et al., 2003) . Acetazolamide is a potent vasodilator thought to modulate CBF without changing the cerebral metabolic rate of oxygen consumption (CMRO 2 ) or neuronal activity. Administration of the drug increased resting CBF, decreased the BOLD response to the motor stimulus, but had no effect on the magnitude of the absolute change of CBF in response to the task. Hence, the change in CBF during task-related neuronal activity, when added to an increased resting CBF level, led to an increased total absolute level of CBF during the task with acetazolamide. The reduced BOLD response during the task is consistent with reduced baseline deoxyhemoglobin content and a smaller fractional CBF increase, both due to the elevated baseline CBF . Since the increased CBF in the baseline state is thought to be purely a vascular effect, with no change in baseline neural activity or CMRO 2 , the subsequent CBF response to the motor task is consistent with a feed-forward mechanism in which neuronal activity itself drives an increase in CBF (Iadecola, 2004) .
In another experiment involving baseline state manipulations, a visual stimulus paradigm was used to reduce resting CBF in a setting in which resting neuronal activity may also be reduced . In this study, the activation task was viewing a flickering checkerboard, but the baseline state alternated on successive blocks between eyes open with fixation and eyes closed. BOLD signal and CBF levels in the visual cortex were reduced during rest with eyes closed compared to rest with eyes open. Yet, when viewing a visual stimulus, changes in both BOLD and CBF resulted in the same absolute signals, reflecting decreased fractional BOLD and perfusion responses from the eyes-open baseline state compared to the eyes-closed baseline state. Both this and the acetazolamide experiment showed increased resting CBF to be associated with decreased BOLD response and also decreased fractional change in CBF, similar to our current data. And, both of these experiments are consistent with the CBF response being driven by neuronal activity in a feedforward fashion. What distinguishes the visual stimulus study from the acetazolamide study is that the final absolute CBF levels during the visual stimulus task were similar, whereas with the acetazolamide the final CBF level was increased. Hence, our results are more consistent with the visual stimulus experiment, with comparable task-related total absolute CBF in the two groups. Therefore, our findings more likely represent similar levels of CMRO 2 and neural activity during encoding for the two groups, but elevated activity at baseline in the high risk group. Yet, a potential contributory effect of reduced vascular responsiveness during task performance in the high risk group cannot be discounted.
Reports of differences in functional BOLD signal between APOE 4 carriers and non-carriers is well reported in the literature. However, while some studies have demonstrated higher levels of BOLD reactivity in normal subjects at higher risk for AD (Bookheimer et al., 2000; Bondi et al., 2005; Fleisher et al., 2005; Wishart et al., 2006) , others have demonstrated a measurable decrease in BOLD activations (Smith et al., 1999 (Smith et al., , 2002 Johnson et al., 2006; Trivedi et al., 2006) . These finding may appear to be incongruous, however they more likely represent dependence of BOLD signal changes on variables such as cognitive task used, brain region evaluated, and age of cohort. The face-name encoding task used in our study has been used by other groups to demonstrate changes in %ΔBOLD responses during different stages of AD-related memory impairment. Early mild cognitive impairment subjects show increased MTL %ΔBOLD activations (Dickerson et al., 2005; Celone et al., 2006) , but decreased signal in more impaired MCI (Dickerson et al., 2005; Celone et al., 2006) and AD (Sperling et al., 2003b; Dickerson et al., 2005) . These studies, together with our perfusion data, support the possibility that %ΔBOLD may fluctuate based on age and disease progression, and as argued here, may predominantly represents changes in the baseline state.
Limitations in this study should be noted. Most important is the small sample size investigated here. However, our ability to detect group differences with this small sample size speak towards the possibility of robust effect sizes. In addition, the ratio of female to male participants in the high risk group is a possible concern. We cannot verify that the group differences we report are not potentially influenced by this. Also, areas of BOLD and perfusion activations were not required to be overlapping. Therefore, task activations may represent different regions within the ROI. Since perfusion signal is generated more from the arterial side of the cerebral vasculature and BOLD from the venous side (Luh et al., 2000) , there is some expected discrepancy of in signal origination. For this reason we believed that relying on the general linear model to represent true task-associated activation simultaneously for BOLD and perfusion signal was appropriate. Also, we avoided any direct mathematical or statistical comparisons of the BOLD and perfusion signal, other than Pearson correlations. Furthermore, we are unable to directly or indirectly measure CMRO 2 due to a lack of understanding the MR signal relationships between APOE 4 and neurovascular response, unlike the known relationships in young control subjects and aging that allow for mathematical estimations of CMRO 2 (Restom et al., 2007) . To evaluate the effects of APOE 4 on oxygen consumption directly, calibration of the BOLD signal for vascular response during hypercapnia can now be done (Davis et al., 1998; Hoge et al., 1999) . This would be the next step in investigating the pathophysiologic underpinnings of the BOLD and CBF difference demonstrated by our data. Further development of these techniques may aid in preventative treatment trials for Alzheimer's disease.
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